John Forbister (1800-ca.1827) and Catherine Robinson (1810-ca.1827)

JOHN FORBISTER
BORN: 1800 Scotland

CATHERINE ROBINSON
BORN: 1810 Rupert’s Land and the metis daughter of ? Robinson (Scottish) and a native woman

The child of John Forbister and Catherine Robinson

1. James Forbister
   Born: 1827
   Married: 21 Mar. 1853 St. John’s, Assiniboia to Catherine Foulds, born 1834 St. James, Assiniboia and the metis daughter of Samuel Foulds (English) and Nancy Foulds (metis). She was baptized 20 Apr. 1834 St. John’s, Assiniboia

Children:
   1. Andrew Forbister: born 1854
   2. James Forbister: born 1855 St. Andrew’s, Assiniboia
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3. Caroline Forbister: born 1858\textsuperscript{10}
4. Catherine Forbister: born 1859\textsuperscript{11}
5. Flora Forbister: born 1861\textsuperscript{12}
6. John Forbister: born 1863\textsuperscript{13}
7. Samuel Forbister: born 1865\textsuperscript{14}
8. Emma Forbister: born 1866\textsuperscript{15}
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